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at the busowhich

would be in a parking

Then we went our separate
What happened
was different
ably except

lot on the waterfront.

ways for the afternoon.

to us girls who experienced

the Turkish

to say the least, and most of us responded

for Jen who found it rather threatening.

later appreciating
it that evening,

the humor of the experience,

sharing her written

us the next day on the bus.
The Turkish
I was a little

she wrote about
with some of

follows:

Bath and Me

apprehensive

first heard about it.

favor-

Scared yet

interpretation

Her account

Bath

from the start, when I

As it turned out, my apprehen-

sion was well founded.
Neil our courier
us who finally

talk.ed us into it.

set off were blissfully

r£he twenty of
ignorant

what lay ahead. But, as the world was entering
we followed
ragged

him blindly

streets

through

theirs

Our entrance

an eclipse,

down dusty,

to an older section of town to the Bath,

down some steps and THROUGH
through

Istanbul,

of just

THE DOORS!--(the

and we girls through
was signified

fellows

ours.)

by three double

doors

and we filed in slowly, our eyes wide open; we had
arrived.

We were met inside by a middle-aged

_ha~_~d _~ady, a little _onthLpl~!!!p side,
dress.

She greeted

charged

us 45 lira

In return

us in heavily

dark-l.

in western

accented

(about $3.00), hairwash

she issued each of us a brochure

English,

_
_

and

inclusive.
of the Bath.
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This lady was very efficient, managing
L

Chris'

_

and my finances

to sort out

with the final touches pro-

vided by Tanya.
We then stepped down a couple of cement

steps

into a large square room two stories high.

Look-

ing down on us, the second story consisted
in cubicles ~i th _Ci(~ors,
s~t ove~ identical

of glassedcubicles

on

our floor.
While we were staring

at the cubicles

in dismay

(they didn't offer much visual protection),
"matiur e

II

women appeared

black bikini panties!
around so blissfully

on the scene, naked but for
We wondered

figures.

layers of fat oozed and bulged
their pendulous

One had bow legs~
around their

bosoms

yet they were totally unconcerned.
dous sight I became

bordering

Next came a little peasant
us in pairs,

the animals--into

a soft white Turkish
by herself

and got a

on hysteria.

two by two--like

towel.

and handed

in black,

Noah herded
each of us

Tanya was in a cubicle

and as her door could lock, Chris and I

asked to leave our moneybelts
moneybelts

At this stupen-

lady dressed

the cubicles

stomachs

fell to their waists~

a little hysterical

touch of the giggles,

who herded

how they could walk

unaware of their appearance.

They both had terrible

and buttocks~

two

under the mattress.

and bags in it, the
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We undressed,
towel protecting

I in my usual modest
my surreptitious

we were completely
wrapped

naked.

side where the others

We met Tanya corning out of

and she told us to leave our panties

So back to the cubicles
pulling

we marched

them on, Tanya popped

made me even more nervous
had to encourage

than I already was and Chris

me to go on with the experience.

rectangular

diagonal

and toilets

benches

me.

adjacent

to the

along the walls,
STARK NAKED!

for

As light filtered

arches and stately columns,

that adorned

on the

through ..
this room with

the dome into the high marble

comrades,

it to

round me and ~as quite unprepared

the next sight that assailed

graceful

So

to the showersblocks.

I felt quite secure padding

through

and through

room lined with showers

side away from the entrance

my towel wrapped

and just as we were

This little episode

again we went back to the archway

entrance,

on.

her head in the door and

told us to take them off again.

a smaller

so that

off across the large room

to the archway on the opposite

the archway

movements~

Still with the towels

around us we headed

in our party had gone.

way, the large

bathing

there, on marble

sat my erstwhile
S~y, sheepish

room of

fully dressed

smiles were all

them.

I made off to the door again in sudden panic, was
grabbed

very expertly

from behind

and pulled back in.
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"Off, off!"
in without

She meant my towel, but I was not givinq
a struggle.

to unwrap~_'me
,finally
glory.

It took two or three masseuses
revealing

Then I instantly

me in all my naked

crouched

cover as much ef me as possible

endeavoring

with my hands and

crept to a bench with the others.
mance caused

an outburst

which probably

relieved

to

My little perfor-

of laughter

from my comrades

a little of the embarrassment

bhat most of us felt.
"Familiarity
that saying,

breeds

contempt...

and it's true.

species we are, we mostly
and prepared

Being the adaptable

forgot about our nakedness

to relax and enjoy the experience~

ever I'm not inclined
that, especially
I continued

I've often heard

to forget

how-

about things like

when it so closely

to feel very obvious

concerns

me, and

and ashamed of what

I had.
We had plenty
between

of time to survey each other

scrubs and rubs.

they display

remarkable

Human bodies
variation

few of the girls looked decidedly

natural,

better

so much

dered if they spen~ much time naked.
were_~ood nym~~~
relaxed.

are funny things~

in size and shape.

clothes made them look drab or sloppy.
they were completely

in-

slim and finely built

A

naked as their
Without

clothes

so thab I wonChris and Tanya
and completely

We all looked all right, but I decided

that
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I preferred

us in clothes,

of our minds.

All those Christian

and unconcerned,
the confidence
Marble
between

if only for the comfort

so.naked~

ladies,

so relaxed

does the Lord give them

that I lack?

drainless

sinks jutted from the marble

the benches.

Out of their faucets

warm water which overflowed

walls

spouted

onto the marble

floor.

We were handed metal basins with which to douse each
other as we waited our turns on the':''pctagonal
mar<.-

ble steam slab below.
ing, the treatment

-----

After some sitting

and splash-

commenced.

I was led half-crouching,

hands

still trying vain-

ly to cover me, to the slab in the middle
There I lay, completely

of the room.

at the mercy of fate, who in

this case had a mitt in her hand very similar
pot-scourer.
perplexed

She looked puzzled,

at my reaction,

being there and my dismay
my resistance

to a

and was genuinely

my general

reluctance

at

at my naked condition.

at a low ebb, no fighting

me, I was rubbed hard allover

Them,

spirit left in

with the mitt.

And the

dirt that came, rubbed out by the mitt, made me feel
quite ashamed.
"Australia,"

When I was asked where

I came from,

I answered.

As I was quite red and beginning
pushed over towards

the marble

I sat near an elderly

bench

to get sore, I was
again.

lady who couldn't

This time

speak a word of
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English

and who got quite excited

something.

She was pretty

my idea of a Turkish
concerned

fat and uninteresting,

delight

so I decided

trying to tell me

at all.

not

She got me a bit

that I'd better

soap myself

and

wash away the results of the rubbing

which adhered to

my skin and looked rather unsightly.

So I set to and

at this the fat lady next to me became
got up and down a few times,

.excited

gesticulatin~with

hands, but by this time I was immune

and
__
both_

and just went ahead.

Megan had sat her long lean body next to me and we proceededto

throw bowls of water over each other.

The next stage involved
I wished

being soaped and massaged.
I must have looked

I could have relaxed more.

and felt very tense because my masseuse
her broken

English,

"You enjoy?"

I'm not used to being handled
an unmarried

Of course

clenched

I didn't,

quite like that, being

female~ but I politely

said, "Yes," through

asked me in

in an agonized

tone

teeth.

She started on my chest first~ up and down, a.round
and out, pressing

and massaging

my elbows, her breasts
forward.

with her fingers

falling onto my face as she leaned

Then over my stomach,

my legs, my calves and feet.

down my thighs, between

"Ugh! Ugh!" from her, in-

dicating

that I turn over, which

Confused

as I get when I'm nervous,

a very good subject.

out to

I did with her help.
I'm afraid

I wasn't

On the flip side, things

improved

-------------------------------
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slightly~

she started from the top again downwards.

When she had finished

pounding

my buttocks,

me with her fingers and I shot forward,
water on the slippery marble
momentum.

After a painful

ing a pinching
calf muscles,

my

the soap and

improving

little interlude

and massaging

my

involv-

of my neck, shouiliserand

I was again finished with and staggered

over to the bench,
of by

surface

she pushed

slipping

,skilled masseuse

on the way, clutched

who concernedly

hold

cautioned

me in Turkish.
By this time, I was burning
as though

I were about to pass out.

of the masseuses
container
decided

with the heat and felt
several

drink water from a large blue plastic

and felt very envious.

As I was so hot,

to move near,:f:.he
€lool archway

place--she

I watched

was being pummelled

I

and took Megan's

in turn on the large

slab.
Boris was near me and Josi sat beside me.
there for some time discussing
i.e., fatness,

whether

kind of inhibitions
how they affected

our figure problems,

or not we had inhibitions,

the

we had and why we had them and

us.

I was drooping

a plant that needs water

and wilting

and Josi threw plenty

water over me to revive my sagging body.
Josi were giggling

We sat

and throwing

with her usual exuberance.

like

of cold

Boris and

water everywhere,

Boris
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After my masseuse
Megan then Tanya,
motioned

had finished

soaping

in turn

she was ready for me again and

me over to a sink.

and knew what to expect,

I was ready this time

so I did what I'd seen

Josi and Boris do~ I sat on the floor between
legs with my back to her, while
marble

she sat on the

bench and washed my hair.

That was about

the most enjoyable

happening

I was less worried

and embarrassed

to date~ by this time
by my naked state

than I'd ever been so was more relaxed
Leaving

the bath,

I actually

get my towel, but muddled

her

walked

and uncaring.
upright

up the wrapping

put my arms at my sides instead

to

bit when I

of up to be wrapped

by my masseuse.
I followed
exceptionally

Megan out feeling

clean, dried myself

I was in a foul mood mainly
thirsty

very washed out an€!
and got dressed.

because

I was hungry

and worn out by all the unaccustomed

worry and tenseness

and

exertion.

also had taken the~r toll.

Chris,

--------

Tanya and I made our way to the 'Pudding Shop and after
replenishing

Despite

ourselves

the frustrations

well worth my investment
different

took the bus to join the others.

folks!"

of Jen's bath,

I felt the experience

in time and money. -\IDifferenc strokes

Not since Singapore

had our bodies

for

been so clean.

Our skin was as smooth as satin, and I felt completely

relaxed.

------------------------------
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At the Pudding

Shop near the Blue lVlosque,each of us enjoyed

a dish of nut pudding
other tourists
actions,

while watching

and locals.

I wondered

Judging

the comings

and goings of

from their appearance

if some of the customers

and

were into drugs.

We also took time to read our Turkish bath brochures

and learned

that this bath had been erected by Turkey's

architect,

Cigale

Sinan Pasa, in the 16th century,

and reopened
notables

and had been renovated

by SuI tan IVlahmudII two hundreds

as the Hungarian

pianist

by·a local bus.
decided

and I remained
Istanbul
vessels,

fascinating,

abounded

hot chai
waiter,

with activity.

The harbor

but she

Nino, Tanya

immense

indoor bazaar.
We boarded

and laborers

(cay in Turkish)

The harbor

a commuter

heading

was crowded

with bargaining

Time did not allow our exploring

Strait and seated ourselves

businessmen

after eating,

in the city.

to spend our time.
Bosporus

and return later

to camp with most of the others.

and the Grand Bazaar hummed

and tourists.

out our mail

the bus back to

in Istanbul

Jen's mood had improved

to return

Franz Liszt and

Neil passed

that he and Graeme were driving

If we wished, we could remain

Such

the bath in their day.

Back at the bus on the waterfront,
and announced

¥ears later.

and composer

Britains King Edward VIII had visited

camp.

greatest

housewives

at length this
was where we wanted

ferry fo~ a ride on the

on the deck crowded

home to the suburbs.

from delicate

with

glasses

with

Drinking

served them by a

they began to relax from the rigors of the day and enjoy

the ride.
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his business
for the bus.

card.

When we explained

the next morning,
became

A young policeman

that we were leaving

the Turks' dislike

evident by their negative

Just before
bye to these

also joined us as we waited

for their Greek neighbors

comments.

12 A.M., we caught

the last bus and waved good-

"friends of the moment."

Some distance

ride, another kind Turk told us where to get off.
world of Turkey had indeed been good to us.
the West and the Christian

world!

for Greece

into the

The Muslim

Tomo~row

Greece,

